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INTRODU C TION
The current writeup is believed to present some new results in the
formulation of conic trajectory relations for spaceflight application. Such
results are by no means unique, however, as considerable work along
similar lines has been done in many places in recent years. In particular,
the work of S. Herrick (References 1, 2) and R. Battin (Reference 3) has
come to the attention of the writers. It is natural that the special con-
siderations of current spaceflight trajectory and guidance probler:- s should
lead to such an interest in new approaches and formulations as compared
with those of classical celestial mechanics. For example, initial position
and velocity values are more useful as defining quantities for a conic in
such problems than the classical orbital parameters. Also, to facilitate
automatic computation there has been a need for a universal conic trajec-
tory formulation that avoids indeterminancies associated with eccentrici-
ties near zero or unity and achieves a single set of equations for all conic
types. Both of these considerations are embodied in the formulation dis-
cussed herein.
Fundamental to the present approach is the use of a particular inde-
pendent variable. This variable is proportional to the eccentric anomaly
or its hyperbolic counterpart but is defined universally and remains deter-
minant for all values of the eccentricity. The conic relations are developed
in terms of a special set of functions which replace the standard circular
and hyperbolic trig functions. These can be characterized as "truncated"
trig functions, for their series expansions correspond to those for trig
functions with the early terms eliminated to remove indeterminancies.
Because of their close relation to the trig functions one is not surprised
that they exhibit many useful identities and relationships. The resulting
universal formulation is not only valid for all values of the eccentricity
but also is valid for the case of rectilinear motion as well.
The results presented are far from exhaustive, as they have been
developed only in conjunction with certain particular investigations.
Considerable extension will no doubt be realized as more applications
are developed. A general formulation is presented in Sections 1, Z, 3
and Appendices A-D that is self-contained, in that it is developed from
the basic inverse-square equation of motion. The remaining material
represents a compendium of results specifically developed in conjunction
with recent investigations into certain perturbation techniques and results.
These investigations will be documented separately, with the current
writeup meant to serve as a general supporting reference for defining
the many quantities and for deriving their associated relations. Never-
theless, the results are felt to represent a reasonably general framework.
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I. REVIEW OF DERIVATION FOR CONIC TRAJECTORIES
Starting with the basic law of force we shall derive some of the
fundamental relations for inverse-square motion. Let Ar = Ar(t) denote the




where r = IArl and M denotes the force field constant.
we never have r = 0; that is, r =_ 0. Let Av denote the velocity,
(I.1)
In keeping with (I. i)
where
Let _ denote the angular momentum per unit mass, where
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±nen alneren_za_lng (I. 3) anu..... using (I. I) we UUL,_LI






We introduce the unit reference axis i where
r
/_ A A A A AWe note that • L = r • L = v • L = 0









From the vector identity
we write
A 9, ^ (9 OI (_ ^ ,, 2Ar x = r x x = • v)r - r v









The following derivatives are of interest:
aT A .Av rr 1 A A
dt r 2 -_Lxi
r r
1 A A ,_, L 2 Ad _) --7 --Z












a = constant (1. 10)
Utilizing (1. 7c), (1.9) with a constant we obtain the differential equation
for r as follows:
2 (r)2 L 2 2p.




We note that taking the modulus of (I. 7b) yields
i _B 2 L 2V=-- +
r






Substituting (i. 7b) into (i. 13a) yields
(= - i _rLxi (1. 13b)
Differentiating (I. 13a) and using (I. 8a), (i. i), (i. 5) we obtain
so that
1X A 1 A A
c =-- r xL - Lxi= 0
r
A
= constant (1. 14)
The quantity c = I_I is called the eccentricity and is obtained from (I. IBa)
using (I. ii)
(i L2 a)I/2c = + _ --_0 (1. 15)
Also from (i. 13a)
so that
^ ^ I P






Equation (1. 16) is the well-known equation for a conic in polar form with
A
• 1 equal to the cosine of the true anomaly. Thus, we see by inspection
A .
that _ is in the direction from the focus to the peri-apsis point, at which
r takes on a minimum value for the conic. Other conventional orbital
parameters are as follows
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_ L 2







semi-major axis ------a = _ = a (1. 19)




2. UNIVERSAL CONIC FORMULATION
We now introduce a particular independent variable _d















Thus the differential equation (1. 1 1) can be written as
(dr 2 B2 L2
d_J = = at2 + 2_r -
(z.5)












*For c -=1, _d = E - Eo/ lal 1/2 where E is the eccentric anomaly. For
c =* 1, _d = F - Fo/ lal 112 where F is the counterpart of the eccentric
anomaly for hyperbolic trajectories. The subscript o will relate to t=t o .
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To obtain a solution to (2.5) we first differentiate with respect to
and use (2.4) to obtain
and similarly
dB






Thus for ct:# 0
B = K I e "N/_ + K 2 e --_ (z.13)








-( e-_- K2 e--_z) _l Kl __
(2. 15)
Let ro, B denote values for r, B at t = tO O' i.e., for qj = z = 0. Then
[ ,]K1 - 1 o + +
zqa -V7 B (_r°









We now determine expressions for the various conic trajectory quan-
tities in terms of the Herrick-Lemmon functions discussed in Appendix A.
Thus with
C =: 1 ( _r-_+e-e _r_) , -_/aS=_(el _]_ - -A/Z)e
we solve to obtain
e A/-_ = C{dJ. ct} + -_f_a Sltb. ct} = C + -_fa S
.-\_= c(_, .) -_f_ s(_, .): c - _ s
Then using (2. 16), (C. la) and the above, we write (2. 13), {2. 15) as follows
r = roC(_) + BoS(_) + _(_) (2. 19a)
= ro + BoS(t_) + (_t + aro)(_(_) (2. 19b)
B = B CIHI) + (_t + ctr }S(q_) i2. Z0a)O " ' - O" ' "
: Bo + (_ + aro)S(_b) + aBo(_ (2.20b)
We note the important result that (Z. 19), (2.20) reduce to (2. 18), (2. 17)
respectively by simply setting e = 1 (i. e., a = 0) and utilizing C(d_, 0) = 1,
S(qj, 0) = _, (_(qj, 0) =(1/2)_ 2. Thus we may consider (2. 19), (Z. Z0) as valid
for all ¢. The indeterminacy associated with e = 1 has been absorbed
into the Herrick-Lemmon functions. It is also noteworthy that the solu-
tions (2. 19), (2.20) are valid for rectilinear motion with L = 0, c = 1.
This is in contrast to the conventional expression (I. 16) which becomes
inde te r mina te.
A
To specify the direction of r we introduce the range angle O shown
in the figure and defined below.
m A A A A A
















Also let @ be defined by
A
A r A A
cos 8 -- r o--.--=i.i
r r o
o
and for L # 0
A
L A A
sin @ =_ • (i° x i)
A A A
and for L = 0, i = i
o
so that cos 8 = i and
8=0
A





+ sin 8_x i°
A
Z ^
-_x i = -sin OR o
A
L A






Also, from (1.8), (2.2)
A A A
di dR Lxi
d--_= rd-E - r
d ^ ^ ^ __A ,2 ^
E "i) -' "'"d_ ( x = T',x d%b r













We note l_at (2.24) is valid for all L. Recalling from (2.21) that 0 = 0
when t = t0, then













= T o (z. Z6c)
The expression (2.26a), (2.26b) remains determinate for L = 0, which is
not the case for (2.26c).
To determine e in terms of the Herrick-Lemmon functions we
proceed al follows.
_, :_ 0 we obtain
Recalling (1. 13b) and utilizing (2. 21), (Z. 22), for
_LZB
_t x . • = u - _r) sin O - LB cos = constant -
r r o
A A 1 [,.Z ] L z
_O " • = _ [('_ - }_r) cos O + LB sin ej - constant =--- ,_
r o
Solvim s the above equations for sin O, cos e and after some manipulation
utili,lng (Z. 19), (Z. 20), etc., we obtain
--L (Bo_ + roS ) (2.27a)sin 8 = r--J-
O
L 2
cos O = 1 - r--_-(_ (2.27b)
O
A A
The equations (2. 27) are valid for all L including L = 0.
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We now consider the well-known "f,g" representation as linear
A A
combinations of ro, Vo:
A &
Ar = _(t) = f(to, t)Ar(to) + g(t o, t)vA(to) = fro + gVo (2. 28a)
"' 9(t) _(to, t)_( .A .^v = = to) + g(t o, t}_(to) = fro + gVo (Z. Z8b}
After some manipulation, the coefficient functions are then given as follows:
=-_ {to) x = 1 --- (_' r
O
(2.29a)
g =g(to.t) = rA(t} [_ At(to) ] r S + B _ (2.29b)
° X = 0 0
=hto,tl=%-r" }_o
A
g = g(t o,t) =-7. x = i - _r _
(2.29c}
(2.29d)




We may also write r,v as
(2.30)
^ 1 A A A
"r'= _---r (Uio + gL x io)
O
^ , ._ _L ^




where we have introduced u defined by
u - rr - L 2
O
2















,--_',,._ 17 _RI into 11.3) we obtain
Then
fg - gf = 1
2











(2. 19) we obtain
2g = (u + rr o)
(2.29c), (l. Tb),
A _ _
V= v _ ,__z_._. W
0 rr
0
_, ^ _ ^

















Also, recalling (l.8a), (2.39a)
Then
and








A .1% 1 /_ A
r = rl +-- L x w "_(_.41)
o r
o
^ A A ^ L 2 ^
Lx rLx ir = w _. _
o r
o
To relate time to _ we need the counterpart of Kepler's equation.
Let T be defined by
Then








d--7 = r (2.44b)
[roC(_l) + BoS(_I) + }1(_(kbl)ldkbl
= roS(_)+ Bo#(_) + _$(_) (2.45a)
= g + _$ (2.45b)
where we have used the integration formulas (D. 1), (D. 2), (D.3), and
(2.29b).
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It is sometimes convenient to introduce the chord















The magnitude of d is given by
r r 2 O]I/2
= + 2rr cos
o 0









The basic quantities A Ar, v, etc., are functions of the time, t. How-
ever in utilizing the reference time t we find it convenient to introduce
' O
functions of (to , t). Thus, primary quantities depending on t alone may be
represented by functions of (to , t) as in (Z. Z8), and of course the impor-
tant quantity %bis a function of (to, t) as given by (2. i). In addition, we
find it convenient to introduce functions of (t, de)as in (2.19), (Z. Z0). It
will therefore be useful to introduce an explicit notation for such blnctional
representations and to discuss the underlying functional relationships. To
do this we consider a quantity F to have the two functional representations
F(t o, t) and F ]_(to , qJ), where these are related as follows:
or in general
where
F = F(t o, t)= F _ (t o , 4) (3. i)




Thus, the primary quantities r(t), B(t) have representations r_ (to , qJ),
B_f(t o , qJ)given by (Z. 19), (Z.20) respectively. On the other hand, the
_,_n_itv,___..... , g _in _2.,. 28a1. cannot be represented as a function of t alone. Re-
calling (Z. Z9b) we see that the two functional representations of g can be
written explicitly as follows:
g = g(to, t) __'r(t)L2 [_ Ax r(to)__ (3.4a)
= gt(to, de) = r(to) S(_) + B(to) _ (d_) (3.4b)
The use of explicit functional representations as above allows us to
define functional transformations and introduce new quantities that will
prove useful. Thus we define a "reverse" on "bar" transformation as
follows:
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F(t o, t)--F(t, t ) (3.5a)o
so that it follows from (3.2), (3.3) that
F _ (to, _b)= F ]_ (t, -q2) (3. 5b)
In general if F = F(to, t) then we let F denote F(t o, t) = F(t, t ). Theo
relation beLwees_ I_" --_ w ..._11 _p,_,,_t nn the oarticular functional form.
For a primary quantity that can be expressed as a function of t a:,me we
have the following important resuit;
F = F(to, t) = F(t) (3. 6)
F = F(t, to) = F(to) (3. 7)
Thus, for r, B we utilize (Z. t9),
following identities:
r = rt 4)o (to'
(2.20) and (3.5), (3. 7) to obtain the
or
and similarly
r(t) C(-,) + B(t) S(-_b) + FL(_(-qJ)
r = rC($) - BS(dp) + I_(11(_ )
o
(3.8)
B = BC(¢) - (t• + CLr) S(_)
o
(3. 9)
From (2.29) we obtain
A




g = g(t, t ) =--L-2--"o






T= iCt, to } =-7 " (t) x = -f(t o, t) = -f (3. tz)
A
x'_(t = f(t o, t) -- f (3. t3)
= _(t, to) - LZ
The results (3.10), (3. 12), (3.13) also follow directly by applying (3.5b)
,_ ip ?o_) 17 2qc_ (2 29d). ADolvinu (3.5b) to (2. 29b) we obtain
g = -g-=-gt(t, -_)= rS - B(_
(3. t4)
Thus equating (2. 29b), (3.14) yields the following important identity:
(B + Bo)( $ = (r - ro)S (3. 15a)
also
ro(g + Be) = r(g - Bo ($) = r ro S
so that
(r - ro)g = (r° B + r Bo) _ (3.15b)






h= (r + r o) S - g
(3. 16b)
(3. t6c)
-- g + (B - Bo) q_ (3. t6d)
and
Thus (3.17),
From (2.43), (Z. 45),
T-- -T
T= g-_$
= -rS + B_ - _





Some further illustrations on using the reverse transform to derive
relationships are as follows. Applying the reverse transform to (Z.28)
yields
/k ./k /_
r = gr - gv (3. 19a)
O
^v = -_r+ f_ (3._gb)
O
Recalling (2. 32) we note that
= u (3. Z0a)
2 •
= r g - Bg (3. Z0b)
Then the transform of (X. 31) yields
r :--(u_ g x
0 r
(3. Zla)









and from (Z. 34b),
-- 2
uf + g6= r
o
Note that {i =/= _ = ft.
Recalling (2.37a) (3.11), we write








Also, from (2. 21), (2.27), (2.29b), (2.32a), (2.35),
^



















w = -w (3.25a)
=g1-_xi
In dealing with an interval (to, tf) we shall also find it convenient to
introduce _J defined relative to tf, where
Then
,1. ytf dt
* =Jt- r(t) (3. _6#
tf dt *-- r(---g = + (3. z7)
o
For a quantity F = F(t o, t)-we define a related quantity-- F ,
where
F ---- F(tf, t) (3.28a)
= F ? (tf, ) (3.28b)
The result (3.28b) is not one of definition but rather is obtained by utilizing
(3.26) and the general relationship between F(T1, _2) and F_(: I, x) de-
fined by (3.2), (3.3). The relationships (3.28a), (3. 28b) can be con-
sidered as defining a corresponding functional transformation, but the
explicit introduction of a notation for such a transformation will be avoided
by simply utilizing to---_tf, _--- -_ in any relationship. Thus we obtain the





r ----- r(tf, t)= r(t)= r
From (3.28b):
r = r (tf, -4")
Therefore (2. 19) can be written in terms of 4 as
...... (4':")r = rf c(4") - Bf S(4") + la(_ (3. 29a)
= rf C - Bf + F_ (3.29b)
= rf - Bf S" + (Fl + ctrf) _;:" (3. Z9c)
where we introduce C -------C(qg), S* _ S(4") etc. Similarly (2.20) becomes
B = Bf C - (_ + ar,)i S (3. 30a)
= Bf - (_ + arf) S* + aBf (_':" (3.30b)
The various identities may also be transformed.
(3.15a) become
"L_ -i_ _ _ "i_
rf = rC + BS +
_:= ;b"
BI = BC + (F_ + ar) S






dr O t t
= g_-r (t o ,4) = B (t o , 4)= B (3. 34a)
dr
d4
d r t = Bt
- _ (tf, -4*) (tf,
d(-4 )
-4") = B (3.34b)
-Zt -
The result (3. 34b) can of course also be obtained by differentiating (3. 29c)
and comparing with (3.30a), but the use of transformations such as in
(3.34) will often be very useful.
We also introduce the following quantities:
f* ----- f(tf, t) = ft (tf, -4")= i - _rf _':" (3. 35a)
g ----- g(tf, L) - _ t_f, -_ I - -*f _ T ,_f,¢
"* = -4" _ s (3.35c)
f -- f(tf, t) _t (tf, ) - r rf
g _-- g(tf, t)= (tf, -4 ) = t ---r (3. 35d)
Then (2.28) can be written as
_r (tf) _(tf) A ':" At"r = _r(t) = f(tf, t) + g(tf, t) = f* rf + g vf (3. 36a)
(tf, (tf) (tf, _(tf) f" _ • * z\Av=¢(t)=f t)P +_ t) = rf+g vf (3.36b)
.t.
We also introduce T , where
T = 7(tf, t) = t - tf (3.37a)
= T_(tf, -4:) = g - _$':" (3.37b)
we note that
-i-
T - T = tf - to (3.38)
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4. SOME TIME INTEGRALS AND ASSOCIATED RELATIONS
We shall now derive some additional results that will prove useful
in the application of our universal conic formulation to various problems.
For example, certain time integrals will be needed. As a preparatory
step to the discussion of such integrals we proceed as follows. Consider
some general function F(*), with the variable * = *(t o, t) defined by (2. i).
Then using (z. z), (2. i9):




fo= ro/o d* + Bo SF d* + _x (_F d*
(4.1)
For F = 2C we utilize the integrals (D. 16), (D. 17), (D. 18) and obtain
/f *2 C dt = r ,+ rS - _o
o
For F = 2S we utilize the integrals (D. 17), (D. 22), (D. 23) and obtain
(4. Z)
_t t




= ,g + x_¢ + bL_
1.,I _ k i
where we have used the identities (C. 2a),
B = B + _S + a(r
o o
(C. 9a) and the result
s+B
O
= B + _xS + ag
o
(4.4)





For F = Z3 , using the integrals (D. 19), (D. 24), (D. 27) we obtain
_t t




It is convenient to introduce a quantity A, where















We now introduce the quantities p, _, _, 12defined below.



















[3 - 2f(to, T)] dT (4. 10a)
(4. t0b)










_l = n(t o, t) _ fT [--3 + 4f(t o,
=t
O
= T - 2_ P
r
o
- • ---_-' T+ Z_
r
o











(_ - g) r = AT = -MY = - (_ + g) r
O
or
(r° - r)g = r _ + r_
O
(4.13)











Utilizing (2. Z9b), (4. 3b), (4. 5), we evaluate _ as follows:
t
_ = Z_t (ro S + Bo (_) dT
o
• B (_ + (_' + $' + ro _ro _Bo o [(B - Bo)$ + Cg]
Tg + _t(r ($' + B $')
o o
(4. 15)
To obtain (4. 15) we have made use of the identity given belov, _
ST - ¢g = S(g + _$) - Cg
: _S $ + g(S - ¢)
= $ (_s + _ g)
--$ (B - B o) (4. 16)
Where in deriving (4. 16) we have utilized (2.45), (C. Za), (4.4).
Recalling the "reverse" transformation (3. 5) we write
/pt
- , r,,,l, T)] dr












= -_ + _ "p (4. t8b)
r
=-g - _- T (4. t8c)
1"
2
= -g(2 - _) - _ A (4. 18d)
r
ft E-3 + 4f(t, T_d.
= n(t' to) = - J_=t
o
(4. tga)
= -'r - 2___ _. (4. 19b)
r
= -T + 2___ T - 2_$ (4.19c)
r
2_
= -g +-- T - 31s$ (4. t9d)
r





= n'g + _(r _' - B ¢') (4. 20b)
To obtain some additional results we first obtain the following iden-
B = B + (_+ ar )S+ aB
O O O
_B
:Oo o (O++o)r S
o g (4.2t)
where we have utilized (2.20b), (2.29a), (2.29b).
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(4.22)
From (2. 33b), (l. ii), (4. 22) we write
= B_ - v 2 g (4.23)
Therefore, using (2. 7), (4.22) we obtain





Tt dT _ g(t o, t) - _L
--t B(T) 2 B(to) B(t) Bo B
o
_,_realso obtain a related result. Let k be defined by
2




Then using (4.24a), (2.6), (4. t2)
aT =aT
r 2 [B_[ g _. 2g
Therefore
f t rr(_)]2 _(to. t)
=t LB(_)J d_= B(to ) B(t)- Bo B
o
Taking the reverse transform of (4.27) we obtain
2







]By inspection of (4. Z¥) we note that
k = k(t, to)=-k(t o, t)=-k (4. 29)
so that




(4. 28) into (4. Z9) we obtain the following important
B_ + Bo_ = (r" - to-) g (4.,ii




Also from (2.6), (2. 7), (4.22), (2. 5), (4.32):
_--v = -- + -- a+_-- g
4
_'L r r *J r
B
o 2g
= ---2 + -_
r r
(ar 2 + t_r - B 2)
B






where we have recalled (2.25b).














where using (2. 29d),
Also
(3. ZO), (2. 32)
A__ Bg + 2_r (_
2
= Bg + 2(i - g) r
2
--i- (2-_)-u
= r(r - ro) + (_xr + L 2) (_
= -B g + 2(r 2 - u)













r (2 - f) - u
o
(4.36c)































From (4. 32), (2. 6),
3
at
(3. 15b) we obtain







r i-3Also, Irom t'.6),
=2


























L 2 ff = ftt
o










5. SOME ADDITIONAL QUANTITIES AND RELATIONS
We shall find it useful to introduce some additional quantities and
develop related identities as follows. From (4. 8a), (4.9b), (4. 15),
(2. g9b) we obtain
BoP =Bjg Boro$+ (_- _g - _rog')
: ¢ - r (TS + _(_' + B _)
o o
= - r ° r o) (5.1)
where we have used
TS + _(_' = Sg + M(_Z (5. Za)
= S z
r + _(r - r G)
o o
= (r + ro) _ (5.2b)
To prove (5.Z) we utilize (Z.45b), (C.9c), (Z.Z9b), (Z.19a), (C.IZa).
Then using (4.9b), (4. 10c) we write (5.1) as follows
_ = B T+ r + (1 (5 3a)0 ro( ro)
o( _ - g) + _ (r + ro)
(5.3b)
o Z





r -_(r+ _ +Bo to) o
2 i_
= r +
o Bo_ - _--
o





= u- _xr (_
2
=r - A





= r (2_ - 1) - Bg
To obtain the above results we have utilized {2.32) to write
(5.4g)
2fBog = u - r
o
= ro(r - ro) + (_.ro













o - _(r- %) ¢ (5.7a)
(B - B )g = (r 2 [2 )]o - r o) + L 2 - _t(r + r ° (_ (5.7b)
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From (C.9a), (C.10a), (Z.Z9b)
a(ro( $' + B65' ) = ro(qJS - 2($) + Bo(_b($ - 35)
= *g - (2ro( $ + 3B6_) (5.8)
Then utilizing (4.15), (5.8), (2.45b), (5.5b), (5.6b), (4.35d)
....__ [n-_ *,It C_' - B *')-']
-L ° '" o' o " a
= g(cL'r + _,_) - 2_Xro( _ - 3Bo(T - g)
!
= B_o + 2B g - 2_ro_ - - 3B To o
where we have used
-r -_- 3B T
o
(5.9)
B = B + _S + a(T- _$)
o
= B + an- + _@
o
(5. 10)
To prove (5.10)we utilize (4.4), (2.45b), (C.2a).











A = B oT] + v O 0" (5. 12a)
q -- 2_ --
A=BT]+v (5.12b)
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Then using (I. 12), (5.11) we obtain
and





Recalling (4.11d), (4.20b), {3.14), (5.Z}, {2.45b), (5.6a), (2.29)
o o r
o
= roB (_+ 2_$) - 2_r(r + %) ¢
= 3roBr- 2[roBg + _r(r + ro)(_]
_r _¢+_r _u r_ 0]
o o
(5. 15)
Then using (4.14b), we write (5. 15) as
r
_ o=-- - f) - B_ - (5. 16a)
r
o (__ u) (5.16b)
where using (5.16), (3.Z0b)
-- r:(2 - _) - B "_
O









'-9 - 'g(to' t} = g +
r
-- FtO-











= Bog+ rog_j _
Taking the transform of (5.9) and using (5.16a),
obtain





=BI]-_+ 2r2(I- f)+ 2(ro 2 - u)
= B_] B g + 2r2(I - f)
o
Recalling (5.13) and using (5.20), (4.31), (I.12), (4. 36b) we obtain
BY" = Bo(B¢) + ro 2Brl
2--
= L2_-- r A






_ (, ,)B_ +Bo _ = - _+ro_1 (5.23)
[3sing (4.7c), (4.Sb) in (4.19d) and recalling (1. 11) we obtain
_= -g+_loa s_)+ '--_r(_ +_)
btv2A (i "4' M [g rS= -_ -e_)+v - j_ (5. z4)
Utilizing (2.29d), (3. 14) we then write (5.24) as
_]=_t r -gg (5.25)
From (C. 13d), (3. 14), (4.7a), (4.20b) we obtain
bt(rd_2 - _AB) = gr(S$ + _') - btB((_$ + $')
= bt(r($' - B$') + bt$(rS - B(_)
= 7- T g + _$g
Then using (2.45b} we write (5.26} as
(5.26)
-- 2 2
= g + t_(rq_ - AB) (5.27)
Substituting (5.25), (5.27) into (5.22) and using (1.12), (3.20b) we obtain
F = ug - btL 2 A (s. 28)
Another important identity is the following
_k+ r 2B - L2g
r o
o
= B _t0-+ r 2B + (_r - L 2) g
o r o o
o
= B (_-- u) +r 2B f+B 2
o o o o g
= BoV (5.29)
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where we have utilized (4.30), (5.16b), (2.5), (4.4), (2.32b).
A result that is important in many spaceflight applications is
Lambert's theorem. This states that, with _ given, T is a function only
of r + r , d and a, where d is the chord length as in (Z.47). We shall
O
discuss this important topic only briefly. For a detailed discussion see
Reference 3. To proceed we combine (2.47), (5.7b) to obtain
(B - Bo) g = d- - _x(r + ro) t_
Ic Q_%
Also adding (2.19b) to its reverse transform yields
(5.31)
Substituting (r + to) (_ from (5.30) into (5.31) and recalling (4.4) result in
(B - Bo) z = ad z + 2_ 2 _ (5.32)
Thus from (5. 10), (5.31), (5.32) we obtain
(B - Bo) = _ + aT (5.33a)
= [2_ + a(r + ro) _ #/S
= + _/ad 2 + g_xz (_
1
_ (5.33b)
= ± d 2 + 2_z z _(z) (5.33c)
a
where we have recalled the definitions in Appendix A with S(z), (z) given
by (A. 12) and
q7 = _r_ (5.34a)
z = a_ g (5.34b)
-38-
The relationship between'r, r + ro, cL, d is an implicit one involving
the quantity z. To determine T, d, or r + ro with a and the other two
given we equate the two appropriate equations in (5. 33) to solve for z.
Evaluating B - B we then solve the remaining equation in (5.33) for the
o
desired variable. For T, d, r + r given and a required, then (5.33)
o
represents two equations to be solved for the two unknowns cL, z. In
proceeding as above there is a possibility of more than one solution for
z or _v_L, i-_onc. Thus t_h_ removal of any ambiguity will depend on the
particular application.
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6. ADDITIONAL TIME DERIVATIVES
The time derivatives of p, _, 13,0- are obtained directly from the
expressions (4. 9a), (4. 10a), (4. lla), and (4. 12). The time derivatives of
the transformed quantities p, _, N, 0- , are also needed and we give them
below. We first obtain T as follows.
where we have utilized (5. 2).





= + ¢ (6.1)
From (4. 17b) we obtain
dt
= V ro)
Then using (6. 2), (2. 6), (4. 17b), (4.8a), (3. 14), (5. 2), and (4. 20b)
a(7) B r_ _$)_-t V = _ [B_- (r + to)¢] 3 {-T¢ + - '
r r











(2.7), (4. 22), andDifferentiating (4. 31) and using (4. 12), (2. 6),
(4. 31) we obtain
,0[ 22) d8t - B 8t r - r g BO
o
[( ro _LI_ (_r)o- 1
r 2 2
B o
ot 2)  r)3=-_- r - r + a+o
We may also obtain _- by differentiating the integral in (4. 20a),
is shown below to illustrate the process.






t= 2 g( T, t) dT
T t
O






where we have utilized (3. ll), (2. 29d),
Combining (6. 6b) and (6. 5b) we write
B(_-+ "_)= (ro2 - r
(4. t7a), (4. t8b),
The result (6. 7) could also be obtained from (5. 3c),
(4. t 4a).
(5.4e),




From (4. 30) and (6. 5a) we obtain
ax 2. a-_
---_: ro g+ B _o Ot
=r g- _+r (6. 8)













We shall also evaluate the tim_e integrals given below.
(4.10a), (2.6), (5.19a):
(9 _(to't)] t 2B








/7 t l I(3 - 2f) - 2B _1 - _=t r--_ -_r dT --_r
o
(6. it)






Using (6. 5b), (2. 7)
a-_- (B_) (2 Z---- -- r O
and from (6. 13), (2.6), (a. 5), and (6.4b):
8--T = r - r + 2_
. r















Therefore, recalling (2. 26b) we obtain
L2 L t 2_(t°' _) d_"
T=t r(T) 4
O
= L 2 /Tt 2o'(T, to )








HERRICK - LEMMON FUNCTIONS
The following discussion of functions and their relationships represents
a recapitulation of Reference 4.
Definitions




u = u (_,_)= (A.I)
_nun(Z}
n n
A/_ = A/_ (A. Za)
z = a_ 2 (A.2b)
oo_. zj(z)u
L (n + 2j).n . '
3=o
(A.3)
The series (A.3) is convergent for all values of z. Using it in (A. 1) we
obtain
U (_,a)= _bn _ aj_2j
n j=o (2j + n):
We denote the even functions by Cn and the odd functions by _n
where
For n =" 0:
(A.4)






_n(%b,a) = -$n(-¢,a) = U2n+l(_,¢l) = _ ¢Lj-n_b2j+l




We may express Un(Z) in finite form in terms of truncated trigonometry
functions as follows:




(eI _ + e (A. 6a)Uo(Z) :
Uo(_)= cosh 17.11/z




uzk(z) = o(Z) -
z j=
(A.7)
For the odd numbered functions with n = 2k + 1:
k=0:
z _>0(_ _ 0):





I12 sinh ]z I (A. Sb)
1 i/2
Ul(")= li''l/Zsin (A. 8c)
k_>l:
uZk+l(Z) = --k 1(z) - ._' (2j + I)I (A. 9a)
z J=O
For _ =-0, _-z= iail/ZLh is real and we may use the expressions
in terms of hyperbolic functions. For c_-; 0, _/'_= iDa ]I/2_b is a pure
imaginary number and we may use the expressions in terms of ordinary
trigonometry functions. The series expressions (A.3), (A.4) of course
are applicable to either case.
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For a = O, we note
Also
and for n =" 1
1
Un(O) =-_. ; Un( _, O) = (A. lOa)
Uo(O, a) = 1 (A. lOb)
u (0, a) = o (A. lOc)
n
The function U 0 - U 5 will be utilized more than the others and are
given the following special notation:
z _< o(¢L __ o) z __ _'a _> O)
C = C(_,a) = U0(_,a) = cosy cosh y (A. 1 la)
-1/z
S = S(_,ct) = UI(_,a ) = ]ct[ -1/2 siny a sinhy (A. llb)
¢ = _t(%b,a) = Uz(_b,= ) = ]a[-l(l - cos y)
-1
a (cosh y - 1) (A. llc)
$ = $(4, _) = u3(¢, a) = I=I -3/z(y _ sin v)
= = = os y - 1 + _y
I x_= _(_,a) = U5(_,a ) = lal -5/2 sin y - y + _-y_);
where
-3/2(a sinh y - y)
(A. 1 ld)
-2(cosh 1 1 )a y - - _y2
(A. 1 le)
-_12 ( 1 31




The function u 0 - u 5 are also very important and are given the
following special notation:
z _'=0(a _'=0) z _="0(a _=_0)
_'= _'(z) = u0(z) = cos y cosh y (A. 13a)
1 sin y
!
±sinh y (A. 13b)
Y





_-_= _'(z) = u3(z) =%(y - sin y) A_3 (sinhy - 1) (A. 13d)
Y Y
_'= _(z) = u4(z ) =
_':_(z) = u5(z) :
l 2
%(cos y - i +_y );-_ (coshy - I -ly 2)
Y Y




where y is defined by (A. 12). The functions given by (A. 13) are plotted
versus z in Figures A-I to A-6. The quantity y is equal to the increment
in the eccentric anomaly E for z -= 0 and is equal to the increment in F,
the counterpart of E, for hyperbolic trajectories. Thus for z -= 0 we have
2 2
complete orbits relative to the initial point when z = -4n _r , n = I, 2, •• •
Also, an increment in the eccentric anomaly of 180 degrees requires
passage through the next apsis point.
n = i, 2, • ••
Differ entiati on
and for n =" I
This corresponds to z = -(2n - i)_ _,
u0(_,_) = _u1(¢,_)









Un(_, _) = _-. + cLUn+2(_, eL)
C(_l ± _2 ) = C(_I)C(_z) ± aS(_I)S(_ Z)
S(_ 1 ± _2) = S(_I)C(_2) ± S(_2)C(_ l)
± _2) = ¢(_1 ) + C(_i)¢(_ 2) ± S(@I)S(_ 2)





$(_I ::hd/Z) = $(d/l) d= LhZ¢(_l ) ± C(d_l)$(L_2 ) + S(d/l)¢(_bZ)
, ,, _ _A,, _A'I,I,)
= $(¢i ) ± $(d/2) + S(LhllCt_p 2, + O,wZ,._,._I (A. 16d)
)¢(¢2)± s(¢)$(¢z)
± L_2) = @(_I ) + d/2$(d/l) +T ¢(d/l ) + C(_I I
(A. 16e)
42) = _(_l)± _z@(¢l) + -2- $(_1)± -6- ¢(_1) _ c(_1)$(_2)+ s(d/l)@(_2)
= _(d/l) ± _(d/2) + _bl_(d/2) ± q_Z_(d/l) + $(d/l)¢(d_ 2) ± $(¢2)¢(d/i )
In general, for n __ 2:
For n _ 2:
n-2Un(d/1 ± d/2) = ._-_,(_i) j
j=o
(A. 16f)




C 2 - aS 2 -- I (A. 18a)
_2
-zS=l (A. 18b)
For rn _="i, n _='2
8
o_(U Um n - Um+iUn_ I) = Urn_ I
U U _T
n m+l Un-2
_ _m - i _n-2
(m -" i}: Un - (n - 2): Um+l (A. 1 9)
forn=m_'2
)8--_ - Un+lUn-1 = U Un-1 n - Un+lUn-g
@n - ! _n -2
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THE ASSOCIATED HERRICK-LEMMON FUNCTIONS
Additional functions from Reference 4 are discussed below.
Definitions
For n ,_0: the nth order function U' is defined as
n
_TT
n (_,a)u' : u'(_,a) _ 2n
with the function u'(z) given by
n
Un(Z ) ----2 d Un(Z )




j=O (2j + 2 + n)'
in series form
U' (_,a) = 2_ n+g _0 (j + i) aJ%bgj
n j= (2j+ 2 +n)'.
Recalling (A. 5)
' = -- ' =)--2# n Uzn (_b,







_, S,(_,_) ,= =u__, (¢,a)= 2
'n ' n ' _.TI
oo aj- 1-n_Zj+l
)i (j - n) )_ 4- ]%!
j---n+l '-" ' -'"
(B. 4b)
Finite Form
Utilizing the finite form for u
n
following results:
given in Appendix A we obtain the
For the even numbered functions with n = 2 k
k=0:
Uo(Z)= ul(z) (B. 5a)
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k 1:
1 - _z ul(z) - Zkuo(Z)]%k (_) - k+l
Z
+2
k-lj10((k ;j_!z j) (B. 5b)
For the odd numbered functions with n --2k +i:
k=0:
ui(z) = 1 r .. ,__L"o(z) - -lX_lj (1%. 6a_
UZk+l(Z ) = _ 0(z) - (2k + i) Ul(Z
Z
+ 2 I (k - j) z (B.6b)
j=o (zj+ i),]
for a -;.0, one makes use of hyperbolic functions and for a_ O, ordinary
trigonometry functions. For a = 0 we note
U' (0) = 2 ; U (_b,0) = ?_qjn+2 (B 7)
n (n + 2)[ n (n + g)'.
also, for n___0




We utilize the notation G', S', etc., in keeping with (A. 1 1).
z <0(a< 0) z> 0(a>0)
c, c,(_,.) u6(_,.) I.I -_= = = , y siny
=s'(m,_)=u{(¢,_)= I_1-31Z(siny- ycosy);
-1
; a y sinh y (B. 9a)
a-3/Z(y cosh y - sinh y)
(B. 9b)
(_' : _'(_,O.) = lJ_(_b,a)= Io.l-212(1-cosy)-ysiny] a-g [y sinhy - 2(coshy - I_
(B. 9c)
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!a :-5/2 !3(y - sin Y) - y(l - cos Y)] s/a[ r i; a- (coshy- 1)- 3(sinh y-y)
(B. 9d)
where as in (A. 1g),
/
y = izl (B. lO)
T
We utilize C', S' etc., in keeping with (A.12). Thus
z__O(eL=O) z __O(a_'O)
8 ( i sinh y_- _i siny --
= C'(z) = u z) = Y Y
(B, lla)
"-" '(z) = i (sin cos Y) iS' :'S'(z) = u 1 --_ y - y ---_(ycoshy- sinhy)
Y Y (B. l Ib)
1 [2.(1-cos y) - y sin y]
Y
$' = $'(z)= u_(z)= 3(y-
Y
sin y) - y(1 - cosy)]
_J__l[y4 sinhy- g(coshy- 11
Y (B. 1 lc)
y-_[y(coshy-1) - 3(sinhy- y)
(B. I ld)
The function C' equals_ and is plotted in Figure A-Z. The functions in
(B. iib5 - (B. lld) are plotted versus z in Figures B-I to B-3.
Differentiation
8
U_(_, =) = =U_(_, =) + gUt( _, =) (B. lea)
and for n -_ i:
8
Un(_b,a) = U'n_l (qa'a5
Identities
For n _!0:








aUn+ 1 = _U - (n + i)U (B 15)n n+l "
Addition Relations
_n- 1 _ UZ
U' d (n+l- Un+zUn)
_.. n d_
(B. 16)
c'(+! + +z) --c(_) c'(¢2)+ c(_z) c'(_,)+ _S(¢l)s'(¢z)
+ _S(_z)s'(¢,)+ zs(¢l)S(¢z) (B. 17)
s'(¢1 + Cz) = c(¢i) s'(+z)+ c(¢z)s'(¢I)+ S(_l)c'(_z) + s(¢z)c,(¢i)
qt'(¢1 + Cz) = <_,(¢i) + _'(¢z) + s(_I)s'(_z) + s(_z)s'(¢i_
+ _(¢i) c'(_z)+ qt(_z) c'(_I)- z_(¢I)q_(_z)
$'(¢I + _Z ) = $'(¢i ) +$'(_Z ) + S(_l) ($'(_Z) + S(_Z) ($'(_I)
(B. 18)
(B. 19)






































a _2 a 2
=I+_ + ¢
i (s+a¢¢ -aS1



















¢ = !(c- {)
a
t _2
= =- + a¢
: z__ [(t- c)¢+ ¢2]
_2







= --(C - t)
z
t ¢= _-I- Z2




















_ z V(_-s)_+$_ ]




























"-" i P" ""
S' = - (C - S)
La
















$, = i (d_(_ - 35)(3.
: _¢-3_
C 2 = I + aS 2
I
= C + aC(_
s2 = _ + c¢
= CZ2(_+a
: ,z+_(_+s)$





-- _ ¢ $,,:-( -3)
z
-= _-3_
z i + z?z
= _+..¢(_+c)
"" Z_Z



























C d_ = S
s d_ = ¢
f¢ dq_ = $
* dqJ = (_
q,c dq_ = q_s - G
q2S dq_ = S'
/_(_ d_ = _$ - _ = (_'+
qJ_ d_b = -
_T.,C dq_= _-., S - q,¢ + $
S d_b =_., ¢ - +$-} ¢
,2 ,2
_ ¢ dq,=-r, - q,¢+ _ =_+ $¢- s¢
q_/__] _b3 qj3
j3 _b3 ¢2
-_-., S d* =-_-., (_ - _-., $ + qJ¢ - _ = S(_ - C_















=tZ dqJ _ (_ + CS)
f t S 2CS d_b =
(_ d_ = -_ (S($ - $)
,,$z 1 ¢, s_- _= ¢ + _ =_ (s$ - ) = _ _2
c (2s¢-¢$+$,
c $2 s_ ¢¢_d_ =_i + _
s = ($ + s¢)2 d+ 1
fs i¢2
/ _ (¢$-$'IS$ dqJ = 7
i$2
[¢ t ($¢ + $,)= t A2d_= 7
J
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= g i° + _ t x 1°
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9_ _ = ¢I
C+B S+_(_
b. = ro o
+ B S + (_ + _r )_

































+ 0rg + L2
o






= rC - BS + _(_
= r - BS + (_ + cLr)_
= r---g+ ($
r
r g+ r- o
A A
B = r v
= r_
= B C + (IX + aro o)s
= Bo + (B + aro)S + aBo (_
= B ÷ _S + ag
o
o g
= B + _qj + cry
0
o































= BC - (_i+ ar)S
= B - (_+ ar)S +aB_
A
__r ^ ^

























g = g-2 " (Lx r)o
= r S+B (_
O o
= rS - B_





- v A A
f















































d. = _ + _r(_
e. = U















d. = B_-v g
e° = u
;- 2_+Bf
-7_. u = -r










19c. "T"u - i (rB
r o
o
+ L 2 S)
d,
2
= B f+v g
o o
20a. v = t-t
O
b, : r S +B (_ +_$
o O































































b. =IV 2 +B 2
r




_/L 2 + B 2
C. ---_
L
V_r 2 + 2_r
B











b. F. ,7 4;]i/2
= L[r-ro)- + 2L 2




= EB - Bo)g + i_(r + r° ) 4;]i/2






































































































= T -_ p
r
o
= 3"r - 2_
r
o




= __ A+ r--_
-- 3 + 4_(t, • d_





























2 f_'=t g(to, T) dT
o
Tg + _(r ° (_' + B ° $')





















r= __o EB (_ - g) + _(r + r o)
o
ro (B ° 2)=-- _+r --_/
o
r
= _ (,¢ - u)
i




= -_ o T] + Bg + 2ro (i -
v
2 2
g +_(r ($ +B A)
o o
fT t= -2 g(t, v)d_
=t
O
= _g + _(r($' - B$')
-BT + r(r + ro)(_
= r EB('_'+ g) + l_(r + r o) ¢3
= _r (B_ + r2 _)
r
o -
= -- (_ - u)
ti










































= Bg + 2_r_
A
2
= Bg + 2(t - g) r
2
= r (2 - g) - u
= r(r - ro) + (Ftr+ L 2)
2
= -Bg + 2 (r - u)
2
= B l]+v o-
o o






-Bo g + 2_ro($
= -Bo g + 2(I - f)ro2
r " (g - f) - u
O
r r,+( +L2)O (ro Mro ($
= Bo g + 2(r:- u)
_
= B_+v o-












































+ ro)q + Bog
Z _¢
= r +B _,---
0 0 r
0




= rr ° f- L 2
$
= r (Zg - i) - Bg
- 2 o)= r _(r + r (_ - Bg
Z B_ _
= r + -_-
= rr ° - (_r o + L Z) (_










(2 - g) - B o
= u+ _
= -Bg + rZ_(_










































- "_'0 B ' _ 0
















= -(B? + rz _)
-%























































= (r + ro)S - g
= g + (B - Bo)
= -h














































B 2 2 L 2





u_ - g_ = r
o
= Sg + _¢2
(r - ro)S = (B + Bo) ¢
(r - ro)g = (roB + rBo) ¢
= -(ro_ + rg)
(r - r)$ : p +
- r g = Bo-+B
o
(B + Bo)S = (1 + C)(r - ro)
(B + Bo)f = _ (I + C)
2f Z.
























(B- Bo)g = d2 _(r+ r )¢
0
= (r - ro) +
(5.30)
(b. 7b)





16. B r - Br = _g - L2S
O o
17. (B - Bo)2 = ad Z + 2_2¢ (5.32)
182. Bog = ro(r-ro)+ (_r O - L2)¢ (5.5b)











Bg = r(r - r o) - (_r L2)¢
= r2(2_ - I) -
,
= r _ - I/









g = (u+rro)¢ (2.35)






2_ L 2--BF = -r +









- r_ = (r - ro)(Zrr - L2¢)ro o (4.35d)
28.
-- [2_ror ,L2_]ro_ + r_ = + (r + ro_
m






= 2_(r - ro)g
-- I
+ _ = _(_ + _)
-- 2 2





31. 2 2B I--%
_r+_p =r -r








33. B_ + ro2_= r2(2 - f) - Bog (5. 19)
34. v _ = B_] + 2r2(I f)o - Bog - (5.2o)






















































































: -(_ + a)


































d--_(B_) = r - r °
d_ 2_d-_ =-_
r




















33. _- -B ° = 4
r
34.
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